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This is a book of reflections by A. literature all together. associates for A.A. users. Fellowship
who were not professional writers, nor do they speak for A. Thus the book offers sharing, daily,
from a broad cross portion of members, which focuses on the Three Legacies of Alcoholics
Anonymous: Recovery, Unity and Service. Each web page contains a reflection on a quotation
from A.A. Conference-approved literature, such as Alcoholics Anonymous, Twelve Steps and
Twelve Traditions, As Bill Sees It and other books. These reflections had been submitted by
associates of the A.A. It had been first published in 1990 to fulfill a long-felt need within the
Fellowship for a assortment of reflections that techniques through the calendar 12 months—A.
but only for themselves, from their own encounters in sobriety.one day at the same time. Daily
Reflections offers proved to be a popular book that aids people within their practice of daily
meditation and inspiration to group discussions even while it presents an launch for some to
A.A.A.
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Great Material But Zero Index I love getting the kindle version directly on my phone, So handy
for meetings or an instant inspirational hit when needed.I recommend this to anybody that
wants the book, but prefers an electronic publication. I have a specific need to use the index
whenever using sponsees which means this was a disappointment. Pros: Kindle version is
accurate and spell checked seeing that ... Five Stars Read it daily I Five Stars Seeing that
expected. It is extremely ideal for daily mediation.Negatives: Kindle reader will not allow
monitoring of hard copy page numbers. This is important to those who cite page numbers when
discussing specific passages. Less of a direct effect with this book because it is indexed by day.
Good recovery meditations Love this publication for 12-stage recovery daily meditations. I don't
often utilize it for topics for meetings because so many people read it daily anyway. I really like
having this with Kindle. I get to take this everywhere! recovery staple Its great to have this on
my kindle. We gave this five superstars since it is exactly like the paper publication for an
excellent price. Daily Reflections Digital!This is an electronic book for use with a Kindle or
Kindle-enabled device. It had been $6! I love that I can look for a specific topic behind the book.
I can browse this on all my devices with Kindle. It's good to have and I use it daily. I didn't give it
five starts because the kindle version will not come with an index. This is perfect! I have the
kindle edition and a difficult copy of the reserve. Most of the time I take advantage of my hard
duplicate of it but it's nice having the ability to also gain access to the book anytime anyplace on
the Kindle app on my phone. I acquired sick of going to mtgs on this book rather than having a
copy I can conveniently tote to a MTG.Really good information and thought provoking mtgs are
chaired each day from this book alone. Now that I want large print you can imagine the pounds
of the books.In any case, this reserve is a daily set of essays that are a mini MTG in a few
megabits.We used to haul all my books backwards and forwards to mtgs.Get a copy, you may
regret it, nonetheless it is good for you. A Must Have This is an absolute must have for anybody
in AA! It could be easily applied to any other addiction as well as just living life generally. Five
Stars Must not be without this. A book to keep I acquired this because I idea We needed daily
reminders. It is the actual publication with the same formatting, proper spelling, ect. You don't
need to be an individual with dependency issues for this simple guideline to take hold. Helpful
and thought provoking I like this book very much and utilize it everyday. I am in recovery and
have worked the 12 Guidelines of AA. This book is founded on the 12 guidelines with readings
for every day. January begins with Step one 1 and so on through December at Stage 12. This
edition is accepted by AA Globe Services. A must have A very thought inspiring book Ideal Good
way to start out your day That is an Alcoholics Anonymous book Good Reserve of daily
Meditations Born Again This program saved my life! I was once lost and now I'm found. I was
blind however now I see. I REALLY LIKE it and do not go 1 day without reading it! Pros: Kindle
edition is accurate and spell checked instead of some non-authorized app versions.
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